HO AC6000 GoPack! Installation

Remove the coupler screws, the couplers, and the shell.

Hold the model by the fuel tank over something soft, and press down on the steps, alternating end-to-end until the shell comes free.
Remove all plugs and screws from the decoder.
Install the Rev H Decoder

Install the GoPack! here. Be sure to leave room for the lighting LEDs.

Adding some double-sided tape here makes things a little easier during shell installation.

Tidy all of the wiring up, and tape it down so that it will not get squished/pinched/pulled/broken during shell installation.

Plug the GoPack! in here.
Hold the shell upside down in one hand, and insert the chassis with the other (headlight/ditch lights first). Insert the couplers and screws, and then test the model on the layout.

Flex/bend these LEDs up just a bit so that they don’t get bent downwards during shell installation, and also make sure they are not bent so far back that they would get caught on the GoPack!